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And one day,

just like that...

You'll realize

that You're

FUCKING GREAT



MAKE A
COMMITMENT

Day One

Commitment Phobs, this might be hard for you, but push
yourself. Set your intention by making a commitment to
invest a portion of your day to focus on learning to love
your damn self. Write out your commitment statement
below so that you can refer back to it on the days when

that is hard to do.
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SIT WITH
YOURSELF

Day Two

This may be one of the most difficult tasks for
someone that is not comfortable in their own
skin. Get a mirror and sit down for 5 minutes

with yourself. No cutting corners, set a timer if
you need to. Try not to judge how you look, or
worry about the way you're sitting or where to
put your damn hands. Just breathe.  This where
you will do the work for the rest of the month

(you can lose the mirror after today).
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5 MINUTES OF
MINDFULNESS

Day Three

Pick a song that you have not heard before and sit down with your headphones in.
Try not to judge the genre of music or the title before you've even started listening.
Allow yourself to get lost in the sound and explore every aspect of it, even if you don't like
it, let go of that shit for a minute and give yourself permission to ride the sound waves for
the duration of the song.
Listen to the different instruments...separate each in your mind.
Listen to the vocals...hear the tones and the range. If there is more than one voice, separate
them in your mind as you did with the instruments and give each your full attention.

So much of what of how we feel and think is associated with our past experiences. We will avoid
certain things that may trigger unpleasant memories. For example, maybe you get the heebie-jeebies
when you hear a song that reminds you of a weird time in your life or maybe a song that resonates

deep with a loss that you've had. The point of this exercise is to listen to music from a neutral
standpoint with awareness in the present moment. Practicing mindful listening will help you to

stay in the present without judgment even when exploring past experiences.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Try to use this skill in your day to day life. Approach things without judgment or preconception
and allow yourself to be fully present.
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CREATE A RITUAL
FOR 'YOU' TIME

Day Four

you are deserving of time just for you. by creating a daily ritual, you are
making yourself a priority. Rituals are especially beneficial in the

morning. wake up and give yourself some fucking love before starting
your day. Maybe you will meditate, or journal as you drink your coffee, or
stretch a little bit to get the blood flowing. Find a way to connect with

yourself and smile while you do it. not a morning person? Make it happen
at the end of the day instead. Maybe you'll take a hot shower or bath, or
read a book. create a ritual that is good for your mind and body and

write it below. Commit to doing it every day. 
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WHAT IS the BIGGEST STRUGGLE WITH LOVING YOURSELF?

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO OVERCOME THESE BARRIERS?

Day Five
JOURNAL
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LET GO OF
LIMITING BELIEFS

Day Six

Do you call yourself names when something doesn't go as planned? Do you nit-pick at your
imperfections? Do you use self-deprecating humor like it's your damn job?

enough is enough! cut it out!
you might as well be saying "I fucking hate you" instead. we are often way harder and meaner to
ourselves than we would be towards someone else. let that shit go. become your own best friend by

giving yourself the same love and compassion that you give to others. 
write out all the things you say to yourself that stand in the way of your personal growth. then
create a reminder to be kind to yourself the next time you make a mistake or something doesn't

work out. Write the words "be kind" on your hand or create a banner on your phone; put these
words somewhere that you will see them on a regular basis. 
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COOK YOUR
FAVORITE MEAL

Day Seven

show your body some love by nourishing it with a
scrumptious fucking meal. now is not the time to eat the
sad foods that we're pressured to eat for good health...i'm
talking about that bland-ass oatmeal or the plain-jane
salad. experiment with flavor and texture. get into the

process of cooking for yourself by cranking up the tunes
and enjoying each step, knowing you are going to eat

some bomb food at the end. take your time and send your
body love with every bite. 
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DECLUTTER
YOUR LIFE

Day Eight

consider all of the clutter in your life. is your home scattered
with random shit you felt you needed at one time and now it

just takes up space? is your email overflowing with spam mail? do
you have stacks of papers, books, or other junk all over your
office? Is your calendar packed with appointments and get-

togethers that you attend out of sense of obligation rather than
an actual desire to go?

our environment is often a good representation of what our
mind looks like. 

clean it out. tidy it up. make space for you.
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where do you need stronger boundaries in your life?

How do you plan to set these limits?

JOURNAL AGAIN

Day Nine
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SHARE THE
WORK LOAD

Day Ten

one of the ways that we cope when we are deprived of self
love is to take on the responsibility of everyone and

everything around us. by prioritizing the needs of others
and trying to maintain control of our environment, we

get some validation that we have a purpose and we get a
temporary distraction from the void that lives inside us.
delegate some of the work load to others. it's okay to let
someone else carry the weight. you still matter. you still
have purpose. you are lovable even when you step back to

focus on yourself.
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LEARN TO SAY
"NO"

Day Eleven

it may seem like a simple concept, but you'd be surprised how many people
just can't say 'no' to others. Your ability to say 'no' is a strong

indicator of how in tune you are with yourself and your ability to respect
yourself. People pleasers this one's for you. 

How many times do you notice that you are saying 'yes' to things you
don't really want to do? Of course, there are things that are unavoidable

like work tasks or cooking for your kids when you'd rather lay on the
couch, but I'm talking about all the extra bullshit that you sign yourself

up for. 
Saying 'no' is setting a boundary. And it's a complete sentence. You
don't have to follow up with an elaborate explanation for why you're

saying 'no.' It's okay. If you don't have the energy, or time, or mental
capacity, or you'd just rather do something else for your damn self, it's

okay to just say no. Practice this.
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CREATE 3 POSITIVE
AFFIRMATIONS

Day Twelve

Positive affirmations are statements that allow you to challenge negative thought
patterns and negative beliefs that keep your stuck in a miserable existence. Create 3
and use them daily. Some recite their affirmations before they meditate. Some keep
their affirmations as a banner on their phone for constant reminders throughout

the day. Some post them around their home. Do whatever works for you and start
speaking the truth to yourself instead of the crap that others have fed to you over

the years. 
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MEDITATE
Day Thirteen

Let's start by saying the most common misconception about meditation
is that you have to "clear your mind." False! Not True! Meditation is

training your mind to be aware. many say 'fuck this' and give up when
they can't control their thoughts, but that's exactly the problem. you're

human. all of your experiences in this life are through the mind; it
doesn't shut off. if you want to learn to calm your mind, you have to

first learn to sit with it's chaos and allow it to flow. 
there are several types of meditation: mantra meditation, guided

meditation, mindfulness meditation, transcendental meditation, etc.
do some research and pick one to practice. the benefits of meditation

have been proven in the 3,000 years of it's practice. It's called a practice
because that's exactly what it takes to see the benefits.  
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JOURNAL
AGAIN

Day Fourteen

resentment is like drinking poison and expecting someone else to die. it's a chip on your shoulder that you carry with you every day,
weighing you down, and it has zero effect on the other person. cleanse yourself of this baggage. you'll feel lighter. 

Grab a notebook.

Step 1: Identify who you resent and what they did to make you resentful. 
Whom from your past or present do you resent? What did they do to hurt, offend, or victimize you? How real or imagined are these
offenses? What have these resentments done to your attitude about yourself and your future? How paralyzed in your personal growth
are you because of these resentments?

Step 2: Develop a new way of looking at it. 
What irrational thinking are you locked into because of your resentment? How will ridding yourself of this help you to develop a
positive belief system in your life? How can you loosen the bonds and open yourself in anger work-outs over those you resent? What
blocks your attempts to express your anger openly? How hard are you working to overcome your anger blocks? What new behavior do you
need to develop to freely express your anger and rid yourself of energy-draining resentment? What new rational thinking do you
need to develop to overcome the negative impact of your resentment? How will your life be positively influenced by ridding yourself
of resentment? What new behavior do you need to develop to ensure that resentment doesn't arise? What new attitudes and approaches
do you need to develop after ridding yourself of resentments?

Step 3: Write a letter to each person that you Resent. ( you don't have to give it to them.) 
outline the real and imagined offenses. Explain how they treated your badly. Offer forgiveness and let it go. forget those offenses so
that you can move on. this does not mean you are saying what happened was okay or justified. this does not mean you have to let these
people back into your life. this is to take back your power and stop allowing others to steal your peace and happiness.

Step 4: Visualize your life, present and future, without the negative impact of resentment. log this vision in your journal and affirm
it daily.

step 5: if you find yourself still bogged down by your resentments, ggo back to step 1 and begin again.
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MOVE A
MUSCLE

Day Fifteen
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get the blood flowing. do something to show your body
some love. go for a walk or a run. hit the gym or the yoga

studio. climb a mountain. get out on the water in a kayak
or on a surf board. play a sport. 

today is about being active for the sake of igniting the
spark of life in your body. do what feels good to you within

your body's limits



PROGRESSIVE

MUSCLE

RELAXATION

Day Sixteen

this is one of my favorite techniques to use when anxiety and stress are
flooding the body. try it out.
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sit comfortably in a chair or on the couch with your feet planted on the floor.
start with a deep breath. inhale through the nose, fill your belly like a balloon, and exhale through the mouth.

bring tension to your toes. squeeze them tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your calves. squeeze them tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your thighs. squeeze them tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your glutes. squeeze tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your abdomen. squeeze tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your hands. squeeze them tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your arms. straighten them out and squeeze tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your shoulders. raise them up towards your ears and hold tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your jaw.  Clench your teeth and squeeze tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your eyes. squeeze them tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
inhale and exhale.

bring tension to your face. scrunch it and squeeze tight for 3-4 seconds and then release.
now just breath and feel all of that tension leave your body. 



PRACTICE
FORGIVENESS

Day Seventeen

forgiveness is for your benefit, not for anyone else. remember
what we talked about with resentments. we don't have the

strength to carry extra chips on their shoulders.
when something happens that hurts or offends you,

acknowledge how you feel. practice self soothing by breathing,
going for a walk to settle yourself, or exercise to get the excess
energy out. explore your perspective on the issue. challenge your

irrational thoughts and expectations. shift your focus from
your hurt feelings and take back your power by appreciating

yourself and what you have. allow yourself to let go.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
DETOX

Day Eighteen

tell people that you are taking a break from your accounts. this
gives you accountability and also prevents anyone getting salty

with you if you don't respond to their messages or posts.
delete the apps. i know, yikes! but you don't want the temptation to

scroll at your finger tips. don't worry, it's not forever. give
yourself a specific time frame and stick to it.

plan what you are going to do with your time instead; i.e. reading,
spending time with family and friends, a hobby, exercise, art or

music, travel, start a class, watch a podcast etc.

the amount of energy we give to our devices is fucking
absurd. social media is not real life. it's a curation of life

and we all need a break from that shit. it may seem
impossible, but you'll thank me later.

1.

2.

3.
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DROP A BAD
HABIT

Day Nineteen

dropping an old habit can be a bit of a process, but if
nothing changes, nothing changes. pick one and make a

commitment to  get rid of it. it doesn't have to be
something huge. 

some examples: biting your nails, buying random shit on
amazon, binging on netflix, gossiping, comparing

yourself to others, smoking, etc.
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JOURNAL

AGAIN

Day Twenty

describe yourself through the eyes of a loved one.
embrace your strengths.
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GO BAREFOOT

Day 
Twenty-One

find a place and lose the shoes. 
grounding, or earthing, has many benefits for

the body and mind. connect with the earth
through the grass or the dirt and absorb it's

energy through the bottom of your feet. 
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SUNRISE OR

SUNSET?

Day 
Twenty- Two

Do you prefer sunrise or sunset? 
each offers it's own unique experience. maybe

you've never considered this question but it can
be helpful to know because you can build your

daily reflection ritual around it. Test it out. Try
both and see which energizes you more. 
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PAMPER

YOURSELF

Day 
Twenty-Three

do something special for yourself today.
get a massage or mani/pedi or facial

change your hairstyle
buy yourself a special meal

sleep in
indulge in something that you only get on

occasion
take a day off
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EAT CLEAN

FOR A DAY

Day 
Twenty-Four

your body is your fucking temple. treat it with
love. for an entire day, eat only foods that grow
naturally on our planet. if you can't pronounce
the ingredients on the label, it's not something

you should ingest. 
nourish yourself with colorful fruits and

veggies and enjoy nuts, legumes, grains, and
seeds. 
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GO SOMEWHERE

NEW

Day 
Twenty-Five

go on an adventure.
is there a place that you've been wanting to go to? 

Somewhere new that you've been meaning to
explore.

go for it. 
break away from the usual to try something new.
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JOURNAL

AGAIN

Day
Twenty-Six

what legacy do you hope to leave behind?
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CREATE A SPACE

FOR YOU

Day
Twenty-Seven
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create a space in your home where you can go for
some "you" time. it doesn't have to be a whole

room if you don't have a big place. just
somewhere that feels good  and comfy for you to

be alone with your thoughts. maybe you have a
pillow on the floor or a favorite chair. maybe
there are candles or incense to burn. create a

peaceful space all for you. 



make a list of all things that make you fucking great. all
of your accomplishments. All of your strengths. all of the

positive qualities that make you who you are.

MAKE A LIST OF

YOUR GREATNESS

Day
Twenty-Eight
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PAY IT FORWARD

Day
Twenty-Nine

the best way to keep what we have is to give
some away. giving is a great way to keep a

positive vibe and maintain love and
compassion in our day to day life. 

pay it forward today.
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CONFIDENCE

Day Thirty

go forth with your head high, chest
up right, eyes forward. know that you
are loved and valued. continue all

that you've learned in the last
month and be unapologetically you.  
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Much Love! 

You stuck with it for 30 days! 
You are fucking awesome! 


